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PARAMEBSPOR!i!UOGRCXJPAMLYSISCFCRI!LTCAL EXPERIMHTS 
UR!HWEl!El3~~~SPBgREsOFUoZp2A~ouSSOuffIOlfS 

Introdslction 

A mat many critical experiments have be? perfomaed with wder 
reflected UO2F2 aqueous solution8 over 89 exkeasive range of concen- . 
trstionso !Fhose in spherical geanetry are particularly attractire . 
for c.alctalatimuJ because of their simplicity. Using the data fran 
spheres it i8 possible to obtain a system of pammeters that ti? 
permit two-group two-region calculations to be made with reaaoxdble 
accumcy. It 18 not mqrislng that One can create a consistent set 
Of condxuats over an extended concentration range when consideration is 
giventothe nuriber ofparametersthatare sdjt&&le, A dissppointing 
fact ia the inability to extract acceptable values for the dImensiona of 
infinilz sUbs and cylinders using the cnnstants derived for the finite 
spheres. !t!!he paxmeters, however, do suit the eqerimental data and help 
pin point the vague concentrations at which the E&KMUZI mass and volume 
occur as well as esMblish these values, 

, I -E2periznenta328ta 

Three spheres, spun of 2s aJu&num, hzwiag nadnal diameter of 
11.52; 13621, ad. 15096 an, have bean used, !Pheir cri=ticaI conditions 
axe listedin!kble1, !Bke ~1udbMe solution ~88 enriched to* In 
the U-235 isotcspe. 

!Mble 1. Critical conaiti on8 for U8ter Befleeted Spheres 

I2iameter 
(4 

U-235 Concentmtion 

g/L ED-235 
Volume 
(Liters) 

am3 u-235 
(Bg) 

u-52 649 005 3508 6.rcoO 4,154 
u-52 483013* 49*9- 6040~ 3,092 
13.21 95011 26908 9.660 o*ylB 
15.96 49041 524.0 17.020 0.841 

-rTbis critical concentration ua8 obtained froPl the extrspotition 
of a series of measuremz ntsmadeuiththe sphere &km‘ut wfilled. 

The variation Of Ctitia nrrs88 rvld VO~ZIHZ ti tk 11.52 ~a dieter 
sphere tith concentrationwas suchthatth~~~~~ Rnd~~lmae decreased with 
d~creadng concentration, t&evoltzmepas~islgthrOughan2ln~andin- 
creasingse;~in,a~ shmnbythe dashed cux inFig, l. !!!he extrapolated 





point appearing in T&Me 1 was.obtained by extending the mass vs volume 
curve until the void present ww again zero0 Also shown in Fig, 1 are 
the eri%ical poin%s for the o%her spheres. 

&asuremen%s were made of %he fuel cadmium fraction at the higher 
concentrations ad at the most dilute concentra%ion, These fission rate 
measurements are made by equsing, ip %he solution, capsules @sn%aining 
u-235 0 E&h capsule cons&&s of a 3/8-in. Ob D, by l/&-in, cylindrical 
I;uci%e tube filled with 25 %o 50 mg of gO$ enriched UQ2l?2* The capsule 
(with &nd ti%hout oadmium covers) are closely fitted in a thin walled 
Luci%e tube which, in turn9 is inserted into another Imite tube (l/Z-in, 
O0 D,) and iramersed in %he solution. After eqosure, the gamma, actfgity 
of the U-235 fission products in each capsule is counted,: Several of the 
measuremen%s were made in partially filled spheres3 These are shown in 
Fig, 2 as triangles, Theoircles are measuremen%s made in fill spheres, . 
It is to be noted that the difference betkeh the filled and partially 
filled spheres is slight, The measured indium cadmium fr&c%ion is also 
shown in Fig, 2 where‘the isolated square point is a measurement made in 
a-15 cm diameter cylinder, The r'naium foils (bare and cadmium covered) 
were sealed in Teflon tape, moun%ed on a stringer, wd tiersed in tge 
solution, Af%e2 egosure the foils are removed from the tipe and coun%ed, 

. P  

II - Theoryand&thoB 

The nuclear constants requi'red in %he %wo-group %wo-region calcu- !' 
lation; as a function of'concen%ration, are the fast and slow diffusion 
coeffieien%sJ D, the them1 diffF.xsion.lengths, L, the neu%ron ages, 7 j 
for both the core and reflector, and the infini%e mul%iplioa%ion factors, 
k Q) o In the following let the subscript notation c and r denote the core 
md reflector regions respec%ively md the nurnbeml and 2 denote the fast 
and slow neutron groups, The critical determinant for spherical geometry3 
in which shell absorption has been included in the boundary condition of 
equating %he %hermal neu%ron currents, may be wri%%en as 

“z * f>lr 
D K 

PC F 

* A portion of %his da%a appears in YZkzmiannual Progress Report3 Physfcs 
Division, for Period Endihg M&ch 10, lg55"j O~-lg26 p 6 ff, 
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where the qmibols have the definitions 

K = l- p% cotpRo - 1 I$5 1 + Ir, R. 

From the.cha,racteristic equationfor the core of a reflected 
reactor, the qyadratic in B2, 
p2 and -)I2 definedby 

the material~buckling has the two v@ues 

(2) 

It is seen that the xuaterial buclrling is a function of &, Lzzc, and 
kao 0 The infinite multiplication factor'is -k&en as 

k m=q* 0 

where-the fast fission factor, E 3 has been assumed eqal to unity, the 
resonance escape probabilitp as given Fig. 3, q is constant and equal 
to 2S8, and f, the thermal utilization, is calculated for the core 
ma-ter%xls usi 2! 

abso&ion cross sections for 2200 m/s neutrons, The 
mriation of L 2c with concentration is obtained S~QIII the expression 

IThere Dzc is defined as 

the suibscript zero refe&ing t6 
hydrogen in the core, L22c and 
shown in Fig, 4, 

wder and 
D 2 

2c as a 
the density r&i0 is that of 
function of concentration axe 

The age, however, is not ta.ken as the age to them&. energy but 
rather as the age to some mean energy of fission production, SO Since 
the mean energy at which fissions ocxur increases as the concentration 
increases, the age is expected to decrease with increasing concentration, 
The simple qression which corrects the age for density variation, 
=-J-Y, 

*me figire is frm "HE(p~rlyprOgress Report3 PeriodEndi~ 
- I!krch 319 19539” ORIIL-15540 

It is equally convenient to assume FE: = 1 which would entail only 
moderate changes in the derived parameters, 
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is not satisfactory because, at high concentrkkions, Tc will not cause 
the determinant in equation (1) to vanish, This can be shown by solving 
ewatfon (1) for the *fast diffusion coefficient in the core an&examining 
the resulting expreGion, 
there obtains 

Recalling the definitions of S1, S2 and 3, 

-D fc = D lr 
1 

3 9 A 3’. * 3 
where 5 ~l+~,)f"ando(ij~l-I&V?, Consideration of the quantities 
in this expression reveals th& unlesso<L is less than&j, Dlc wia heLve a 
negative valuelO Hence the following ineqmlity subsists 

1 cot/uRo < 5 ’ 
since coth y Q= 1, The relation given in (6) is inadequate because the 
resulting Tc fails to satisfy this inewlity. merefore, to approximate 
Tc as a fkiction of 

caamium fraction (Co 
in Fig, 2, thus* 

concentration G ,is assumed' pro$&tional to the, fuel 
P,) measured near the &enter of reackivity and sho& 

The resulting variation $f 'I, with concentration is shown in Fig, 5 
where rc has been normalized to 26,oo cd2 at EU.I H/U-225 of 524, 

!j?he reflector titer corrstaxAs are, assumed independent of the core 
concentration and eg&al to the values listed in !P&ble 2: 

T&ble 2, Reflector Water Constants 

D lr = lJ35 cm 
D 2r = ,0,160 CSI 

2 
Lz r= 8,123 CIU~ 
r r = 27000 cm2 

!Phe remaining constant to be characterized as a ftlanction of 
concentration is the fast diffusion coefficient in the core. This is 
accczkplished by substituting in equation (7) the constants dete&ain&d 
in the mrmer described above and the experimental data of Table L * . 
-s& Preliminary unpublished measurements and analysis'by R. Gwin at the 
' ORN& Criticti Experiments Laboratory give ages in fair a,greetient with 

those used here, 
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- F L  = z . 5  - T h e  a g e  to  f iss ion i -n U O Z F Z  so lu t ions as  a  fu n c tio n  o f th e  
. a tom ic  ra'G i0  1 i iu-z~ j5 ,  8 ' 



f91c as a function of the core concentration is shown in Fig, 6 along 
with *he calculated values ofp from eqution Qz>, Figwe 7 presents 
the v~~lues of 2/ from equation (a), shorn as a function ofp, for 
caapleteness, 

III w Resul%s - 

!l!he calculated critical spherical radii, over the range of concenw 
&rations defined 'by 3QH/U-235~525, are presented in Fig,, 8, The 
circled points are the experimental data of Table lo The results from 
the determinations of minimum critical mass and voluble are given in 
?Ikible. 3* 

!Bble 5O Minimum Cri%ical M&s and V'olme 

Uw23fj Concentration 
g/L H/V435 

Volmue B&s U-235 
(liters) 0%) 

IQtinimum Volume* $31086 44 0 6 0291 30383 
Min~ErG%ss * 58,81 440 0 13,434 00790 

* U-235 Enrichment-~. 

It is significaxrb to pain% ou% that these cons%ants fail to give 
reasonable results when applied to *he geometries of the infinite slab 
and cylinder. This is probably due to the dependence of the measured 
cadmium fraction on geometry as indicated by the pain% in Fig, 2 
detetined fram measurements in a cylinder, The implication is, 
therefore, that the constaa,%s have a geometric dependence, hence, a, 
consistent set of cons%an%s fn one geometry may not satisfy another, 



Fiig.6-. ’ T!h@ spare Toot of the core material buckling, /Y aad. the 
f&i-t diff7ua.m coeffic-ient for w0@2 s~olutio~s asJ& ftmctrlon f 
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Fig. 8 - Cri"r;ical s@2ericai radii for mter reflected UOZFZ aqueous 
solu-f;ioiis as a function Of the atomic ratio H,hZ35. 


